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C.S. Forester’s sinister and suburban world 

Introduction 

Cecil Scott (C.S.) Forester is, of course, the writer of the Hornblower series but that fame has 
done a great disservice to his work as a pioneering and extraordinary crime writer. A small 
oeuvre of three bleak and remarkable crime novels - Payment Deferred (1926), Plain Murder 
(1930) and The Pursued (1935) - make a compelling case that he should also sit among the 
pantheon of the great crime novelists of the period.  

Forester was writing during the Golden Age of British Crime novels in the 1920s and 1930s. 
Writers such as Margery Allingham, Edmund Crispin and Agatha Christie were setting the 
standard for a very British form of crime fiction. The tropes are ingenious and witty murders, 
bucolic settings of English country villages, vicarages or rarefied country houses and a clever and 
urbane detective working out the murder to allow justice and order to prevail.  

Forester’s novels are completely different. His novels are bleak, set in grinding and punishing 
poverty, the atmosphere is feverish with violence lurking and his protagonists are weak and 
pathetic lower-middle class characters.  Forester’s novels tread new ground in British crime 
fiction. Andrew Taylor has hailed Forester’s works as:   

“Faustian fables of damnation set among London's lower middle-class. They reveal the 
temptations, the pinched lives and the shabby contrivances of their characters. The 
ambience is closer to the fiction of George Orwell and Patrick Hamilton than to the 
polite and essentially reassuring puzzles of Christie and Sayers, or to the glamorous, 
gangster-packed novels of Chandler and Hammett”. 

This article will analyse two themes in the novel; the economic lives of men and the domestic    
position of women. Forester's plots are driven by the economic context and power structures of 
the period. The article will situate Forester amongst the genre of crime novels, noting his 
affinities to Noir.  

It is hoped that new readers will reach for copies of Forester’s crime novels. Therefore, while the 
murder is discussed, the denouement is not revealed.  

PART I: Economic lives of men 

Britain in the 1930s: Economics  

British society in the 1920s and 1930s was marked by significant social and economic shifts.  
After the US Stock Market Crash of October 1929, global trade slumped, and credit dried up. 
The British economy underwent a period of financial and economic constraint; public spending 
was cut, and taxes raised. The value of British exports halved, plunging its industrial areas into 
poverty.  Unemployment was high and marked many lives: by the start of 1933 unemployment in 
Britain was 22.8% - a high-point from which it then proceeded to decline until by 1938 is was 
around 10%.   
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In 1931, the pound was devalued, which helped kick-start the recovery. In London, the building 
business boomed in the suburbs, helped by cheap interest rates. New homes were built to house 
the growing middle-class professionals.  Housebuilding peaked at 350,000 a year in the mid-
1930s. 

Forester sets his books at the heart of this tension between financial precariousness and the 
material aspirations of the new middle classes. Forester’s men - bank clerks and advertising men 
- live on this tightrope, with unemployment a threatening fate alongside their aspirations for 
prosperous lives in the London suburbs. The action in the novels Payment Deferred and Plain 
Murder are catalysed by this tension.  

Payment Deferred: The Bank Clerk 

The novel Payment Deferred (1926) is set in 53 Malcolm Road, Dulwich, in the home of a 
London bank clerk. The book opens and plunges into the daily penny-pinching, endless round of 
bills and money worries, which eat into the psyche of the entire family, poisoning their daily 
existence. It is night and Mr Marble, beset by debts, is drinking and doing his accounts, poring 
over bills for milk and groceries.   

"The column of figures was headed briefly 'Debts'. Rent was three weeks overdue and 
that was the small item entered. He owed over four pounds each to the butcher and the 
baker and, the milk bill came to five. How on earth had Annie managed to run up a five-
pound milk bill? He owed Evans, the grocer, more than six pounds ... The balance on his 
account at the Bank was down to five shilling, and he had two florins in his pocket."  

Into this scene, in walks his nephew Mr Medland, from Australia. Medland is newly arrived in 
London without any contacts or anyone aware of his existence. Mr Marble, half-drunk, realises 
that he could easily poison his nephew and secure the money in his pocket book. He sends his 
family to bed, continues to drink with Medland, carefully measuring out his last bit of whiskey 
and finally, adds arsenic (from his chemical collection for his photography hobby) to Medland’s 
drink. Medland is buried in the front garden.   

Plain Murder; The Advertising Men  

In Plain Murder (1930), three young men, building careers in the Universal Advertising Agency, 
Strand, have been discovered taking bribes. They face the prospect of Mr Harrison, the 
supervisor, informing the owner. The three men, Charles Morris, Reddy and Oldroyd, are bullied 
by Morris to murder Mr Harrison. The plot is hatched by Morris, who convinces Reddy and 
Oldroyd to support him. That evening, it is Guy Fawkes night, Morris travels to Harrison’s 
home and shoots Harrison who is in his garden, making a bonfire and playing with his family. 
Harrison falls into the bonfire and the body is burnt. A cursory police investigation notes that 
the death of a healthy man is unexpected, but it goes no further.   

The next day, the three men react to the murder in different ways. Morris is quite debonair but 
Oldroyd and Reddy are terrified. Morris is “superbly self-confident. There is nothing like a 
resounding success behind one to give one a good conceit of oneself". Reddy is noticeably 
terrified and in danger of giving away the secret. All three survive a cursory police interview. 
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However, Morris decides that Reddy is a liability and must die. He plans the murder. On Sunday, 
he takes a walk in the park near Reddy’s house and appears by accident to bump into Reddy. 
Morris offers an apparently off-hand invitation and Reddy comes to tea. While his guest is at the 
table, Morris manipulates the brakes on Reddy’s motorbike and on his way home, Reddy crashes 
to his death. Another cursory and careless investigation by the police and Morris is again 
completely free.  

Oldroyd is now the only person left who knows and he is suffering under this secret and his 
growing hatred of Morris. The tension and hate between the two men build, with mutual 
suspicion and watchfulness growing. The denouement is both satisfying and completely 
unexpected.  

Kitchen sink dramas   

These two books situate their male characters in the precarious 1930s economic world. For both 
Mr Marble and Mr Morris, losing a job is a precipice leading to an abyss of economic ruin, with 
ruinous consequences for the whole family. Mr Marble contemplates the future, should his debt 
become known: 

"He would be sacked from the Bank, and he would never get another job. He knew  that 
well enough. He supposed it would like the cases one read about in the paper, 
 with his children's throats cut and himself and his wife dead of gas-poisoning."  

Mr Morris too dreads this fate: 

"Morris had no illusions regarding the fate of a city clerk dismissed with disgrace. His 
throat shut up a little, he felt a difficulty in breathing, as he realised in all its horror the 
imminence of dismissal, of tramping streets looking for work, of standing elbow to 
elbow with seedy out of works .... He had tasted cold and hunger before, and shrank with 
terror, even he, big burly Charlie Morris, from encountering them again."  

The financial motivation for murder is compelling, even when murder is committed to ease a 
grocery bill and to save a humble job. It is from the economic context as well as their own 
personal failures that the crimes arise and the conditions then act on weak and insecure men.  

Part II: Domestic position of women  

In 1928, Stanley Baldwin and his Conservative government had given all women, over the age of 
28, the vote.  Baldwin said: 

“The subjection of women, if there be such a thing, will not now depend on any creation 
of the law.... It will never again be possible to blame the sovereign state for any position 
of inequality. Women will have with us the fullest rights. The ground and justification for 
the old agitation is gone.”  

This political equality is not matched in Forester’s world by any change in the practical reality of 
women’s lives. Forester offers a scathing social critique into the status and standing of women in 
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1930s Britain.  Forester’s women are ensnared and downtrodden by their domestic situation. 
They are trapped by their status, education and exist within curtailed lives inside their homes.  

They are also victims in a deadlier way, subject to physical violence and verbal abuse from men, 
usually their husbands.  Mrs Marble is hit by Mr Marble, she tiptoes around her house and life, 
fearful of his temper and violence. Mrs Morris, while she can retort and thwart her husband, also 
remains largely trapped by his temper and violence.   

It is the novel The Pursued (1935) which places two women at its heart.  Forester offers us two 
visions of womanhood; the innocent, sweet and stupid and abused Marjorie and the ruthless and 
disciplined Mrs Clair, committing murder to revenge her daughter’s murder.  

The Pursued is set in Peckham, Harrison Way. It begins with Marjorie coming home after a 
night with a friend - a rare occurrence. When she comes home, she finds her sister Dot dead 
with her head in the oven. Marjorie's husband (Ted) returns and the police are called.  That same 
night, after the murder, Ted wants to have sex. It was a night when he wanted to “be 
troublesome”. The scene is described graphically.  

"He kissed her mouth with thick half-open lips.... (she) closed her eyes and kissed him. 
That was less trouble than refusing...His hands were searching her body as his tongue 
was searching her lips. He pressed himself against her, heated and excited; it  was more 
than sexual excitement.... the events of the night had stimulated him to this pitch."  

The next morning, we are deep in the daily life of Marjorie. Losing a sister does not mean that 
daily chores can be put aside. Marjorie wakes up, careful not to disturb Ted - "she was so 
unhappy, and she did not want him to be tiresome again". We then see Marjorie making tea, 
breakfast, the beds, preparing lunch, making the beds and doing the laundry. It is a list of hard 
and remorseless drudgery. Each job is difficult and tiring and requires a large amount of effort.  

"There was breakfast to be prepared, and she had to supervise Derrick's dressing.... 
Marjorie had to fry the bacon and lay the table and make some sort of replies to 
Derrick's insistent chatter and see that one washed behind the ears and have hot water 
ready for Ted to shave with."  

Meanwhile, the police investigation proceeds into Dot’s death. It emerges that Dot was pregnant 
and Mrs Claire, Marjorie's mother, begins to piece the pieces together. Ted and Dot were having 
an affair and Dot was murdered by Ted. Mrs Claire plans her revenge on Ted. Mrs Clair 
instigates an affair between her tenant, George Ely, and Marjorie in order to use Marjorie’s lover 
as an aid to murder Ted.   

“She was seeing visions, wherein her son-in-law should receive the punishment he 
deserved. Her plans were bearing fruit already. Even her daughter's chastity would not be 
too high a price to play."  

A little holiday to the seaside is planned (on which Ted does not go but George does), during 
which the relationship between George and Marjorie blossoms.  “There were days and days now 
of a happiness that neither Marjorie nor Ely had known before.” However, on the return from 
their holiday, we see again Marjorie’s fear-filled days and drudgery.  When she returns "the 
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kitchen was a scene of horror, the little scullery was even worse. There was dirt and muddle 
everywhere, dirty crockery and dirty saucepans."  Marjorie makes then dinner, then rushes out to 
get groceries, then:  

"scrubbing out the kitchen… complete the washing up…scour the saucepans…before 
she could start on the rest of the house. She worked like a slave in the tiring heat. Hall, 
dining room, bedroom, all were in a state of filth and neglect." (Page 118).  

In the evening, Marjorie tries to evade the embraces of Ted 

"she felt nauseated when she remembered how she had prostituted herself to Ted in the 
past merely for fear of trouble. Never again would she do that. In mad exaltation, she 
promised, whispering feverishly."  

Then one night, Marjorie is almost raped. She races out to her mother. Mrs Claire has been 
waiting for this moment. Her plan is prepared. She has an axe prepared which she intends that 
George will use. The three of them - Mrs Claire, Marjorie and George return to Ted’s house. Mrs 
Claire strikes the first blow against Ted, George fights him, and Ted is killed. The plan is that the 
body would be placed on the railway tracks behind the house. However, as George is carrying it 
out, a policeman walks by and catches them. A fight ensues, George is captured but Mrs Claire 
and Marjorie escape. They go on the run. The novel ends again unexpectedly and with a clever 
twist on justice being served.  

Marjorie and Mrs Marble and even perhaps Mrs Morris are brow-beaten and victimised women.  
However, in Mrs Claire, Marjorie’s mother, Forester depicts a different type of women entirely. 
A woman that is capable of ruthless and decisive action. It is an unusual and dark novel, with an 
unusual subject matter and a frank depiction of sexuality and sexual violence – it is not surprising 
that it was not published in his Forester’s life-time.  

Situating Forester: Noir  

The 1930s is the period when the genre of American Noir blossoms. In the US, significant and 
pioneering pulp-fiction and Noir novels were published. Dashiell Hammett was defining the 
genre of the crime Noir: the stories of the detective, in The Continental Op was produced from 
the mid-1920s onwards. The Maltese Falcon was published in 1930, setting off a wave of films: 
the first version was in 1931, another adaptation was released in 1936 and the final, starring 
Humphrey Bogart and directed by John Huston was released in 1941. At the same time, James 
M. Cain’s pioneering pulp fiction novel, The Postman Always Rings Twice, with its pulsating 
sexuality and laconic toughness was published in 1934.  

Forester’s work shares similarities with the genre of Noir. Forester’s books do not replicate the 
habitual tropes of the genre – the femme fatale, criminal underworld and gritty and glamorous 
settings – but they do share the atmosphere and philosophy of the genre.  

For both Noir and Forester, justice is incidental and accidental. In Forester’s world, retribution 
and punishment is not delivered conventionally through the forces of police or the justice 
system. It is luck and chance that unravels the crime and punishes the criminal. It is a state 
without effective law and order, remorseless and bleak. In Payment Deferred, the police do not 
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even seem to notice that a young man is missing. In Plain Murder, the police investigations are 
desultory and careless, and they seem to be entirely oblivious that two murders have taken place 
in a related context. In The Pursued, a policeman only accidentally stumbles on the crime. The 
forces of law and order play little role in the unravelling of the crime. The punishment of the 
crime and criminal also has very little to do with justice as conventionally understood.  

Forester also depicts a domestic milieu seeped in brutality and violence; an unrelieved 
monotonous and grey interior, with simmering currents of frustrated desires and unfulfilled 
(sexual) longings.  Forester characters stew in fear and agony and anger. The charged 
atmosphere, replete with violence, recollects Noir writers very clearly.   

Finally, Forester’s characters inhabit this world without religion or morality. His characters do 
not feel guilt. They are either too absorbed with their fear - Mr Marble – or simply display no 
compunction - Mr Morris. Mr Morris enjoys a good night’s sleep after committing two murders. 
This lack of morality, and a world driven with charged and overweening desires is at the heart of 
Noir. Characters in Noir do not recognise any constraints or limits on their desires, whether it is 
money or women or power.   

However, what makes these works so unique is that they are not set in the glamorous world of 
Chicago gangsters or rich country houses in LA. Forester has, in effect, created a very British 
form of Noir, seeped in the lives of suburban middle-class lives, and driven by their very 
recognisable frustrations and desires, for money in a pocket-book, chintz furniture and modest 
jobs. He creates a domestic noir genre that is both compelling, convincing and surreal. It is an 
extraordinary achievement in the development of British crime fiction.  

Conclusion 

C.S. Forester created a specific genre of British crime fiction with his three pioneering novels, 
Payment Deferred, Plain Murder and The Pursued. 

Forester captures with vivid detail the lives of the men and women in a changing and aspiring 
new London. New industries such as banking and advertising were transforming the lives and 
aspirations of middle-class men and women. New suburbs growing outside of London, with 
newly built homes, were changing how people lived. However, underneath this veneer, we see 
the remorseless financial pressures, and the precariousness of their lives. Men kill to keep their 
jobs and for a small wad of notes in a pocketbook. Forester pulls us into this world where an 
unpaid grocer’s bill can be understood as a motive for murder. The lives of the men and women 
in this world are soaked in violence and anger and deprivation, and the crimes and criminals are 
grown and festered in those surroundings. 

Forester’s depiction of the lives of women is almost revolutionary in its approach. Forester 
revels in the details of a woman’s life – the shopping, cleaning, children – and he describes in 
detail the sheer effort required to undertake housework. At this cusp of industrialisation, 
women’s work in the home is physical, back-breaking and relentless. In contrast to the political 
terms of emancipation, Women’s lives remain limited to the home and marred by violence. The 
three wives in the books regularly face violence from verbal abuse to physical abuse – slaps and 
heavy blows – and even, in one case, to marital rape.  
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These themes create the background to violent and brutal murders. They are not detective 
novels: it is explicit who is the criminal and who is the victim. The psychological interest comes 
from the lives lived, the motivation of the crime and the impact of the crime on the criminal. 
Forester describes the psychological unravelling of the criminal with vivid and physical detail. 
There is no guilt. It is notable in its absence. The forces of law and order play a minimal, if 
slightly negligent or bumbling part, and justice, retribution and punishment are not in any way 
traditional or expected.  Forester has forged a dark and compelling world of British domestic 
Noir – it is an extraordinary and even unique vision.  
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